The following question is answered: What is the minimum number of octads required to define a Steiner system Y(5, 8, 24)? A set of octads is said to define a particular Steiner system if it is a subset of the special octads of that system, but of no other. As the title suggests, it is possible to produce a set of eight octads which defines the system, whereas any collection of seven octads is a subset of no Steiner system or of more than one. Note that, given an element of S,,, one is now able to decide whether it is in M,, by simply applying it to a defining set of eight octads. If the images are in the system the element must be in M,,.
EIGHT
OCTADS SUFFICE 117 to be their symmetric difference, we find that the octads span a 12-dimensional subspace, G?. Such subspaces, which we term Steiner spaces, consist of the empty set 0, 759 octads, 2576 1Zelement subsets called dodecads, 759 16-ads and the whole set J2. We note that this implies that any two of these g-sets intersect evenly. It is customary to denote the set of n-element 'Z-sets by G?,,.
We define a symmetric bilinear form on P(a) by (X,Y)=O if (XnY]E2Z, x, YE P(Q) zzz 1 otherwise and note that f,, defined by
is in the dual space of g', @*. Now the map f: P(Q) -+ %?* defined by f: X+ f, is linear, and
Thus Kerf= G?', by consideration of dimension. Using the natural isomorphism induced by f we identify P(Q)/%? with P?*. Now if U is an ndimensional subspace of %??, then U' is a (24 -n)-dimensional subspace of P(Q) containing P', and U'/g is isomorphic to the annihilator of U in @?*, uo.
Representatives for the 2" elements of %??* may be taken as 24 l-element subsets or monads, ('p) = 276 duads, (",") = 2024 triads and i( 244) = 1771 sextets, where a sextet is a decomposition of D into six disjoint tetrads such that the union of any two forms an octad. For X, YE P(R) we write Xz Y modulo %? if, and only if, X + YE G?. Thus any two tetrads of a sextet are congruent modulo @. To add two elements of G?* we simply take their symmetric difference and read the result modulo g.
SUBSPACES OF 555
We may deduce a formula for the number of octads in a given subspace of 9 from the MacWilliams identities (see [4, p. 1271 ProoJ We choose E to be the canonical even line and observe that if pEM,,,gn@ dE) = $7 n @f'n(E). Taking ' We find it convenient to display the 24 points of R as a 4 x 6 array as in [3] . The corresponding labelling of the points is shown in Table II . Since Q n g=(e) is plainly spanned by its octads the lemma follows.
COROLLARY. of D&f) = 0 then ~4' contains only sextets, and 0, and its 2-dimensional subspaces are all odd lines.
THE PURELY SEXTET SUBSPACES OF @* WHICH CONTAIN NO EVEN LINES
The purely sextet subspaces of +Y* were classified in [2] and it turns out that there are two classes of 3-dimensional and one class of 4-dimensional purely sextet spaces containing no even line (see (a), (b) and (c) below). All 5dimensional purely sextet spaces contain even lines; thus if D(M) = SF we must have dim &' > 8.
(a> 4, contains a maximal subgroup of order 168 which acts imprimitively on Q with eight blocks of size three-the terns. Even unions of terns modulo %F form a 3-dimensional purely sextet subspace of LY* all of whose 2-dimensional subspaces are odd lines. We call this subgroup the Octern group, On, and the subspace of %? * OCT, . Now the Octern group is isomorphic to P%,(7) and NsZ4(0n)) r C, x PGL,(7). If &' is a subspace of @ whose annihilator in g* is a copy of OCT, and cs is an involution of SZ4\MZ4 normalizing the corresponding Octern group. Then we find to the canonical odd line we obtain a copy of PET,-a purely sextet subspace of Q* so named because of a connection with the E'etersen graph. The full subgroup of M,, preserving PET, has order 24 and acts regularly on J2 (see Table I below). It turns out that if .M is a subspace of 5F whose 
